
WARM

3000

VERTIGO PRO MITT
CODE: 2375UM | SIZE: 5-XXS / 10-XL 

TARGET CONSUMER: Coaches; Trainers; and multisport individuals searching 
for a great leather working product

WARMTH INDEX: 3000 - Warm 

FIT: Relaxed

MATERIAL: Water resistant sublimated fabric, Waterproof goat leather 
palm INSULATION: Level Loft, Light fleece DRY TECHNOLOGY: Membra-Therm 
Plus FEATURES: Short neoprene cuff, Hook&loop closure, Storm leash

13 orange

14 olive green

26 black camo

QUILTED FABRIC 
Our quilted fabric offers a 
combination of comfort and 
style.  It delivers timeless 
aesthetics, making it a versatile 
choice.

WATERPROOF FABRIC TREATMENT 
The fabric is laminated with 
a process that permits to 
add a breathable waterproof 
membrane tothe outer material, 
optimizing warmth and comfort 
while keeping the hands dry.

EMBOSSED DETAILS 
A sleek LEVEL patch with 
embossed details for an 
extra touch.

MEMBRA-THERM PLUS  
A highly breathable 
membrane insert that 
creates a waterproof barrier 
between exterior layer of 
the glove and the insulating 
materials. It optimizes 
warmth and comfort by 
keeping the hands dry.



 117

53 dark

59 monster

ADJUSTABLE STRAP  
This closing system makes 
it easy to fit under jackets 
therefore offering a better 
closure.

WATERPROOF GOAT LEATHER  
A soft waterproof leather, 
used mainly for ski gloves 
in areas which are exposed 
to high abrasion such as the 
palms or between the thumb 
and index finger.

STORM LEASH 
This cord is used to secure 
the glove to your hand with 
an adjustable plastic. A big 
advantage when you don’t want 
to wear gloves but want to keep 
them attached to the wrist.

SUBLIMATED DESIGN 
Different motifs are digitally 
printed on both shells for a 
trendy-inspired glove.

MAKE IT YOURS - DESIGN YOUR OWN 
Design your own Vertigo with Level, a service designed for retailers 
seeking the extraordinary. Incorporate your company logo, integrate 
vibrant prints, and craft mittens that epitomize your brand. Create 
distinctive, branded accessories that stand out and harmonize with 
your style. 
 
Whether for corporate events, promotional giveaways, or to enhance 
your brand identity, Level’s customization service allows you to make a 
statement with every gesture. 
 
Distinguish yourself in the cold with personalized Vertigo mittens, 
enhancing your company’s image and offering your clients a practical 
yet stylish solution for cold weather. It’s more than just an accessory; 
it’s an extension of your brand.

MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY: 100 PAIRS.


